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WCOutreachCEm Resource

From: classicdad [classicdad@cox.net]
Sent: Tuesday, January 24, 2012 3:29 PM
To: WCOutreach Resource
Subject: Decommission SONGS Now!!!

Importance: High

To whom this will concern, 
  
I reside 3 miles from SONGS. I'm sick and tired of the foot dragging you people have done throughout the past 
decades in addressing, and not taking the proper action to dismantle, and scrap this aging, outdated, ill 
prepared, nuclear time bomb. It is an insult to our intelligence when hearing the words you say as to the safety 
measures that are taken, and constantly updated to keep SONGS safe. If it were 100% safe, there would be no 
need for these measures.....period! 
  
Will anyone in the NRC be affected, infected, die, or lose property if SONGS has a disaster? I doubt it. Does 
Edison, and the Government have the money to compensate the masses if and when we are forced to leave our 
homes? NO! Those of you held harmless is a farce! In the name of the almighty dollar, you put our lives, family, 
property, the economy, and half the state of California at risk, and for what? Two lousy nuke plants that can 
easily be replaced by a multitude of energy alternatives? What in the world are those of you in the NRC smoking? 
Really! Where are your priorities? It's beyond ridiculous. It's impossible to figure out! 
  
I only pray that a catastrophe never hits our state like it did in Japan, yet we're due, AND YOU ALREADY KNOW 
THIS! You can say all that you will regarding the safety measures, the evacuation plans are efficient, the 
decontamination center at the fairgrounds, yada yada yada, but we know better. We ALL know better. The 
movement is growing, knowledge is power, and there's power in numbers. The waste of tax dollars to allow you 
to so negligently continue operating in this fashion is going to change. You can make it much easier on all 
involved to just stop turning a deaf ear to the people, and decommission SONGS now, or be forced to in the 
future. If the NRC can't get the picture as to what has to be done here, then the NRC should be dismantled as well 
and replaced with an entity that actually knows what they're doing!  
  
Newport-Inglewood Fault line, 8.0 Earthquake, Tsunami, Game Over! 
  
The blood will be all over your hands like toxic waste! 
  
JT  San Clemente, CA 
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